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Abstract. We present a cognitive system in which grasping com-
petences are coded by means of a formalisation of sensory motor
schemas in terms of so called ‘object action complexes’ (OACs).
OACs define the knowledge of the system via the effects and precon-
dition of certain behavioural patterns, and also code the uncertainty
associated with their execution. OACs are grounded through the ob-
servation and evaluation of individual executions generating ‘exper-
iments’, and dynamically adapt through using these experiments for
learning. Moreover, in parallel with the development and refinement
of OACs, generic world knowledge is permanently generated by the
system which affects the OACs on a meta level and provides a means
for the generation of new competences and better generalisation. We
present an example of a developing system executing OACs which
code the grasping of known and unknown objects, and thereby illus-
trate (i) the refinement of OACs and (ii) building up generic world
knowledge. We see this as particularly important since these inter-
action processes, although fundamental for human development, are
usually difficult to observe by means of techniques in neurophysiol-
ogy and developmental psychology.

1 Introduction

Cognitive development seems to proceed at a number of different
levels of abstraction: for example there are low level developments
such as perception-action control loops for basic sensorimotor skills
involved in reaching, grasping, object manipulation, and walking; in
parallel with this there are higher developments in the knowledge of
objects, physical causality, and spatial relationships (these are more
abstract than the lower level, and allow for application in a range
of scenarios). There is a strong connection between these parallel
tracks; higher-level knowledge seems to be abstracted from lower
level context specific sensorimotor routines (see e.g. [31]), and seems
to arrive after the acquisition of skills at the lower level. In the other
direction, the higher level knowledge, once attained, can be used to
improve the appropriate application and adjustment of lower level
skills (see e.g. Piaget on the “support” [24, 25]). A major challenge
is to explain (mechanistically) how this parallel development works.
Such an explanation seems to be necessary in order to understand
how such advanced abilities as tool-use develop ontogenetically in
humans; contemporary opinion in psychology holds that advanced
tool-use has its origins in infants’ early exploratory interactions with
objects and surfaces, and that the development from these precursors
to advanced manipulations is gradual and continuous [19].
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In this paper we tackle one fragment of this development: that is
the fragment related to grasping; at lower levels of abstraction we can
learn specific sensorimotor routines for grasping specific objects, but
at a higher level (and in parallel) we can learn more generic object
knowledge which can improve the grasping of known objects, and
also help us to grasp novel objects. More specifically we capture the
sensorimotor skill of grasping within the framework of Object Ac-
tion Complexes (OACs) (a formal framework introduced in [18, 38]).
The formalism of OACs is a skeleton — which integrates existing
concepts in the field of artificial intelligence as well as (behavioural
and) cognitive robotics (see Sec. 2) — that can be used to formalise
adaptive and predictive behaviours on different levels of the process-
ing hierarchy. OAC executions generate empirical data in terms of
so called ‘experiments’, and these lead to different kinds of learning
which are clearly distinguished. This learning ensures grounding and
leads to an ongoing improvement of the overall system through adap-
tation and learning. By that OACs should be able to reach from low
level reactive actions to conscious planning through the experience
of actions applied to objects in the world (for details, see [18]). In
this paper, we will use this OAC concept to outline a framework for
the development of sensorimotor skills associated with grasping as
well as the parallel development of generic world knowledge.

As one innate grasping mechanism we make use of simple man-
ually defined feature–action associations (see [27]) triggered by the
early cognitive vision system [29]. These association are motivated
by innate ‘grasping reflexes’ in infants although they differ in detail
due to different embodiments (see [17] for a discussion of similar-
ities and differences to infant’s grasping). This initial ‘grasping re-
flex’ is coded as an object action complex OACgen. It becomes re-
fined during its application in the exploration process through learn-
ing. In a process (described in detail in [17]) triggered by OACgen,
world knowledge in terms of object shape knowledge is extracted.
Once this shape knowledge is available to the system, object spe-
cific grasp knowledge is learned and coded in terms of a second
OAC OACgrasp

o . While OACgen codes generic feature grasp as-
sociations, OACgrasp

o associates grasp knowledge with a specific
learned object o based on the concept of grasp densities as outlined
in [10]. OACgrasp

o and OACgen code two different strategies as-
sociated with different branches of grasp research. While OACgen

codes generic grasp affordances (see, e.g.,[30, 8, 5, 27] for work re-
lated to generic grasping), OACgrasp

o addresses the grasping of spe-
cific objects (see, e.g., [4, 20, 15, 10]).

In this paper, we outline how these two kinds of OACs develop
in parallel in a cognitive system, generate generic world knowledge
and in particular support each other by making use of this developing
generic world knowledge. This builds on existing work where we
have shown that



• Innately defined feature action associations can already lead to
rather high performance grasping [27].

• Both OACs are refined over time through learning processes asso-
ciated with the OACs individually [27, 10].

• OACgen can be used to initiate the developmental process of
OACgrasp

o [17].

Building on this background, the current paper shows that conver-
gence speed is a fundamental problem associated with OACgrasp

o

which is basically ‘learning by heart’ with only little generalisa-
tion by means of local interpolation (See Sec. 5.2). Furthermore, on
the strength of our first experimental indications described here, we
make the following speculative predictions

• OACgrasp
o delivers the statistical material for the branching of

OACgen into new OACs expressing new grasping affordances.
This is done by finding indicative feature relations–grasp associ-
ation in co-occurrence tables coding visual feature relation and
the grasping success associated with grasps related to them (see
Sec. 6.2).

• OACgrasp
o and OACgen deliver the statistical material to

fundamentally change the learning algorithm associated with
OACgrasp

o and by that lead to a faster convergence of OACgrasp
o .

This is done by using the co-occurrence statistics to refine kernels
in the KDE approach [32] applied in the grasp density concept
(See Sec. 6.1).

• Finally, at the end of the developmental process, OACgen (cod-
ing grasping without object knowledge) eventually becomes pow-
erful enough to generate grasp densities close to the ones which
are initially tediously learned by OACgrasp

o , hence that there is
no fundamental difference between grasping known and unknown
objects anymore.

This paper will partly refer to already published work [27, 10, 17]
while putting it in a developmental context, partly refer novel and
ongoing work with new (and to a certain degree intermediate) results
and partly make speculative predictions based on available data. The
aim is to put existing and ongoing work in a wider context addressing
the fundamental problem of learning of sensory motor schemas for
tool use in an embodied robot system.

2 Sensorimotor schemas and object action
complexes

The sensorimotor schema3 as defined by Piaget and others [26, 9]
is a dynamic entity that gathers together the perceptions and asso-
ciated actions involved in the performance of a habitual behaviour.
The schema represents knowledge generalised from all the experi-
ences of that behaviour. It also includes knowledge about the context
in which the behaviour was performed as well as expectations about
the effects. During cognitive development these schemas are refined
and combined. Object Action Complexes (OACs) are a formalisation
of such schemas to be used in artificial cognitive systems (see [18]).

An OAC’s definition is split into three parts, (1) a symbolic de-
scription consisting of a prediction function defined over an attribute
space, together with a measure of the reliability of the OAC, and (2)
an execution specification that defines how the OAC is executed by
the embodied system and generates experience in terms of ‘exper-
iments’ and (3) a specification of how the learning associated with

3 also called “sensorimotor process” [33], “skill” [13], or “perception-action
routine” [19].

Figure 1: Graphical representation of an OAC and the OAC learning
problems. This shows how the actual state wsa (corresponding to sa
in the model) resulting from the execution of the control program CP
diverges from the state sp predicted by the OAC’s prediction function
T . This divergence drives the learning (i.e. refinement) of the OAC.
For further explanation see text. Figure courtesy of Christopher Geib.

the OAC is realised based on the ‘experiments’ generated by the ex-
ecuted OACs. More formally (see also Fig. 1):

Definition 2.1 An Object-Action Complex (OAC) is a triple

(id, T,M) (1)

where:

• id is a unique identifier for an execution specification,
• T : S → S is a prediction function defined on an attribute

space S encoding the system’s beliefs as to how the world (and
the robot) will change if the control is executed , and

• M is a statistical measure representing the success of the OAC
within a window over the past.

An execution function execute (see below) can map an OAC id
to an ‘experiment’ which is defined the following way:

Definition 2.2 Given an attribute space S and an OAC with identi-
fier id defined on S, an experiment is a triple

(so, sp, sa) (2)

where:

• so ∈ S, captures the state of world before execution
• sp ∈ S such that OAC id predicts that state sp will result from

its execution in so, i.e., sp = Tid(so), and
• sa ∈ S such that sa is observed as a result of actually executing

OAC id in state so.

Thus, an experiment is an empirical event by which OACs will be
grounded in sensory experience.

As an empirical grounded event, such experiments can be used
to update OACs in cycles of execution and learning based on evalua-
tions of their success (see below). Note that sometimes an experiment
is actually not used directly for learning but stored in some short term
memory (see, e.g., [3]) until resources for learning are available (e.g.,
during ‘sleeping phases’).

The execution, i.e., the actual action associated to the OAC is de-
fied as following:



Definition 2.3 execute is a function that maps an OAC id to an
experiment, i.e.,

execute : id→ expr = (so, sp, sa). (3)

The execute function is an operation that performs the OACs execu-
tion specification in the current world state, returning an experiment
expr.

The definition of OACs as capturing both symbolic and control
knowledge about actions highlights a number of learning problems
that must be addressed for OACs to be effective. We note that while
each of these learning problems can be addressed by recognising
the differences between predicted states and those states actually
achieved, they may still require different learning algorithms (e.g.,
Bayesian, neural network-like, parametric, non-parametric, etc.). It
is up to the OAC designer to choose an appropriate learning mecha-
nism.

As such, the following characterisations are intended to specify
those aspects of the OAC that are modified through learning, not the
method of learning. We consider four main learning problems, each
of which is labelled by its respective number in Fig. 1. These are (1)
learning control programs, (2) learning the prediction function, (3)
learning the mapping from states of the real world to states of the
model and (4) learning the prediction function’s long term statistics.
In our context, it is only the learning problems (1) and (4) which are
of relevance, these are referred to by updateCP and updateM respec-
tively. All learning functions take an experiment as an argument, e.g.,
updateCP(expr).

3 Overview: Developmental process in a cognitive
architecture

As mentioned in Sec. 1, cognitive development seems to proceed at a
number of different levels of abstraction. Fig. 2 shows two such par-
allel tracks of development. On the bottom is the sensorimotor track
which shows the development of lower level sensorimotor schemas
(SMSs), which are observable in infant behaviour. Each node in the
lower track corresponds to an SMS. A directed edge travels from
each ancestor node to its descendents; for example the SMS for
pulling a string descends from a basic grasping SMS. Some SMSs
have more than one ancestor; for example an infant means-end be-
haviour will have as ancestors one SMS for the means and one for
the goal. The top of Fig. 2 is the abstract track which shows the par-
allel development of the underlying world knowledge. Nodes in the
upper track correspond to (for example) fragments of object knowl-
edge which are common to a number of SMSs, and fragments of
spatial relationships; these are gradually linked up as development
progresses (to the right), to eventually form a more comprehensive
knowledge of objects and space. We must stress here that the early
fragments of object and spatial knowledge are likely to be very con-
text specific, and strongly associated with the sensorimotor schemas
they have been abstracted from. It is only after a long developmental
process moving to the right in Fig. 2) that these fragments become
more objective, and this developmental process must involve some
sort of “representational redescription” [7]. The evidence from the
psychology literature suggests that it is doubtful that very much ob-
jective knowledge is achieved during infancy, but rather that a high
degree of context specificity persists [34, 36, 1, see for example].

For the lower track we see a developmental process in which a
small set of innately defined SMSs lead to a large variety of SMSs
through branching and specialisation. During this developmental
process, the effects of the SMS become increasingly predictable and
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Figure 2: Conceptual diagram, overviewing infant developments on
both a low level sensorimotor track and a higher level representa-
tional track; for explanation see text (Sec. 3).

can then be used more and more purposefully by the cognitive agent
for the planning of behaviour. In parallel to (and triggered by) the
development of individual SMSs more generic world knowledge is
built up; as illustrated in the upper track of Fig. 2. This is done
through the abstraction of empirical data gained during the execution
of the SMSs on objects and associated actions. The central topic of
this paper is the parallel development and interaction of observable
sensorimotor schemas and the increasing abstract world knowledge
which is based on the experiments generated by the OACs.

In our case an “innate” SMS is a generic grasping OAC (which
would correspond to a single node to the lower left of Fig. 2). This
OAC then branches as different objects are encountered, spinning off
a new specific grasping OAC for each new object (in this paper three
example objects are tackled). On the upper track we have representa-
tions of objects which are acquired in “object memory” (see Fig. 7),
and also generic knowledge about the relations between low-level
visual features and the existence of grasping affordances.

Figure 2 also illustrates (with dashed curves) links between the ab-
stract and sensorimotor tracks; these links are bidirectional. To avoid
clutter only six links are shown, but in reality all representational
fragments will be linked to sensorimotor schemas. In one direction
representations are linked to the schemas they have been generalised
from (and hence can immediately link to actions which can manip-
ulate the represented object or spatial relation). In our grasping sys-
tem this means that the object representations, and general feature-
grasping relationships have been abstracted from lower level inter-
actions. In the other direction, more advanced schemas make use of
the newly formed representations, for example in their description of
the context in which a behaviour may be performed, or its effects, or
the control policy followed during execution of the schema. In our
grasping system this means that (i) the grasping of the three specific
objects which the system has practised on will be able to make use of
this more abstract knowledge once it is available, so the grasp success
rate will be much higher once sufficient statistics are gathered on the
general relationships between visual features and grasp success; (ii)
the grasping of novel objects, using the generic grasp OAC will also
leverage this generic knowledge leading it to also have a high degree
of success.



Figure 3: System architecture, see section 4.1

4 Formalising grasping with and without object
knowledge: OACgrasp

o and OACgen

Grasping novel objects is one important example of sensorimotor
schemas (SMS) (see, e.g., [26, 21]). An important property of an
SMS is that it becomes grounded, refined and sometimes signifi-
cantly modified during the developmental process. In this section we
present the two OACs which formalise two sensorimotor schema as-
sociated with grasping, with and without object knowledge. Before
we describe these two OACs in more detail in section 4.2 and 4.3, we
give some basic information on the robot vision system in which the
developmental process is taking place in section 4.1.

4.1 System in which development is taking place
In the system we envisage, the grasping process is organised as
sketched in Fig. 3. The two OACs, OACgrasp

o and OACgen, follow
different paths. OACgen is based on combination of visual features
computed by the early cognitive vision (ECV) system (described be-
low). The output of the ECV system is used directly for produc-
ing grasping hypotheses (see also Fig. 11). In case of OACgrasp

o

the acquired image representation is compared against a database of
stored object models, and once the pose estimation is done it is pos-
sible through OACgrasp

o to access abstracted grasp knowledge for
the known objects in the scene (see section 4.3). Suggested grasp-
ing hypotheses can be tested (both in simulation or with the real
setup) and the results are used to continuously improve OACgrasp

o

and OACgen.
The visual representation extracted by the early cognitive vision

(ECV) system [29] provides rich visual representations for edge
structures, surfaces and junctions. Sparse 2D and 3D features, so-
called multi-modal primitives, are created along image contours and
textured areas. These 2D features represent a small image patch in
terms of position, orientation and also appearance information (e.g.,
colour and phase). Primitives describing edge patches are called line
segments, primitives describing textured surfaces are called texlets
and primitives describing corners (intersections of edges) are called
junctions. 2D primitives are matched across two stereo views, and
pairs of corresponding 2D features permit the reconstruction of a 3D

Figure 4: (a) an example stereo image pair. (b.1) 2D line segments
for the left and the right image. (b.2) a detail from b.1. (b.3) 3D line
segments. (b.4) 3D contours. (c.1) 2D texlets for the left image. (c.2)
disparity image. (c.3) a detail from c.1. (c.4) 3D texlets. (c.5) 3D
surflings.

equivalent. The 2D and 3D primitives are organised into perceptual
groups in 2D and 3D (called contours for line segments, or surflings
for the texlets). The procedure to create visual representations (line
segments and texlets) is illustrated in Fig. 4 on an example stereo
image pair.

The sparse and symbolic nature of the multi-modal primitives al-
lows for the coding of relevant perceptual structures that express rel-
evant spatial relations in 2D and 3D [2]. The relations between con-
tours (and also surflings) allow us to define grasping hypotheses (see
section 4.2 and Fig. 11).

4.2 OACgen: Grasp affordances as feature
relation - action associations

OACgen is used to gain physical control over unknown objects, a
grasp computation mechanism based on previous work [27] is used.
Pairs of 3D contours that share a common plane and have similar
colours suggest a possible grasp (see Fig. 5b). The grasp location is
defined by the position of one of the contours. Grasp orientation is
calculated from the common plane defined by the two contours and
the contour’s orientation at the grasp location.

During execution, grasping hypotheses from co-planar contour
pairs are computed. The initial attribute space is given by

so = (|Ω|, (C1, C2), statusGrasp),

where |Ω| is the number of elements in the set Ω, and (C1, C2) is the
concrete pair of extracted contours that was picked earlier. Recall that
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Figure 5: (a) The image of the scene captured by the left camera. (b) A
possible grasping action type defined by using the two coplanar con-
tours C1 and C2 shown in red. (c) A successful grasping hypothesis.
The 3D contours from which the grasp was calculated are shown.
Note that the information displayed is the core of an “expr”. (d) A
selected set of grasping hypotheses generated for a similar scene. (e)
Change of performance as a result of the learning process.

OACgen = (id, T,M). The prediction function T in our context
is trivial, since a stable grasp (statusGrasp = stable) is predicted.
M measures the percentage of successful grasps in a certain time
window (see Fig. 5e).

The computed grasping hypothesis is then performed and the
grasp status sa = statusGraspt+1 is sensed after picking up the
object, resulting in an experiment (see Fig. 5c for the main compo-
nents of an experiment):

expr = {so, statusGraspt+1 = stable, statusGraspt+1}.

Each experiment can either be used directly for on-line learning, as
in the following learning cycle:

while true do
choose pair of contours C1, C2

expr=execute(gen);
updateCP(expr);
updateM(expr);
drop object

end

or stored in an episodic memory for off-line learning at a later stage
by calling the function updateCP (see [27] for details). There we
have shown that, based on these labelled experiences, we can learn
an improved feature-based grasp generation mechanism. updateCP
uses an artificial neural net to determine which feature relations pre-
dict successful grasps. Fig. 5e shows how the success rate increases
when on-line learning is performed on the evaluated grasps. The
learning is limited by the amount of grasp data available and by the
noise that is present in the data. However, as the objects are unknown
by the system, the performance is not expected to increase to nearly
100 % even if unlimited training data would be available.

4.3 OACgrasp
o : Object specific grasping

OACgrasp
o expresses affordance relative object-gripper configura-

tions that yield stable grasps. The grasps we consider are parame-
terised by a 6D gripper pose composed of a 3D position and a 3D

(i)

a) b) c)

(ii)

statusGrasp =
stable

statusGrasp =
unstable

0.
00

0.
50
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d)

Figure 6: Grasping affordances are represented using kernel-based
grasp densities. a) Iso-probable surface of a ‘grasp kernel’, and rela-
tion between a two-finger grasp and a kernel representing this spe-
cific grasp in the model. b) Kernel-based grasp density. The right-
hand side shows lighter sampling for illustration purposes. D repre-
sents the density, while wi and Ki represent the individual weights
and kernels. c) Grasp success rates for the object ‘basket’ after dif-
ferent learning cycles (i) counting kinematic path planning errors
as failures, and (ii) excluding such errors from the score. Red bars
show the success rate of grasps before learning has been applied.
Green bars correspond to grasps that have been drawn randomly from
the learned grasp density. Blue bars correspond to the maximum-
likelihood grasps from the learned grasp density. d) shows examples
of a succeeding and a failing experiment. Figure adapted from [10],
with kind permission by the authors.

orientation. Affordances are represented probabilistically with grasp
densities [10], which correspond to continuous probability density
functions defined on the 6D pose space. Their computational repre-
sentation is non-parametric: A density is represented by a large num-
ber of weighted grasp observations. Density values are estimated by
assigning a kernel function to each observation and summing the ker-
nels [32]. An intuitive illustration of a grasp kernel is given in Fig. 6a
and 6b illustrates a kernel-based grasp density.

OACgen is potentially applicable whenever the gripper is empty
and an instance of object o is present in the scene. As in the previous
example, the prediction function T always returns statusGrasp =
stable. The attribute space S is defined by

S = {targetObj = o, statusGrasp}. (4)

Here, the state description includes an attribute targetObj that spec-
ifies which object model o is to be applied by the execute function;
this model is chosen by processes external to the OAC. M is defined
in such a way as to maintain cumulative outcome statistics of execu-
tions of this OAC, updated via updateM (see Fig. 6c).

The execute function is defined in such a way as to return an
experiment

expr = (so, statusGraspt+1 = stable, statusGraspt+1),

in sa, the attribute statusGrasp is the observed status after the



grasping attempt (see Fig. 6d). In addition, the data structures rep-
resenting so, sp and sa may include further state information such
as object and gripper poses. Such information is used, in particular,
by updateCP to update the grasp density by integrating new exper-
iments, which leads to increasingly reliable performance as can be
seen in Fig. 6c.

5 Extraction of World knowledge by exploration
In this section we briefly describe the process of generating world
knowledge by means of executing the generic and specific OACs.
An important intermediate stage is sketched in Fig. 7. The top row
in Fig. 7 represent the innate state of the system in which object
and grasp memory is empty. It illustrates the usage of OACgen to
grasp an unknown object based on the scene representation which is
available in the iconic memory. Once an object is grasped, an object
model is generated (see [17] for details). Subsequently the model can
be used for pose-estimation in future scenes and thereby enable the
association of actions to the specific object by OACgrasp

o — this is
illustrated in the bottom row in Fig. 7 representing a more advanced
state of the system.

The experiments generated by the OACs coding object indepen-
dent and object specific grasp knowledge are stored in the episodic
buffer and are the basis for more abstracted representations in two re-
spects. First, object dependent grasp knowledge is stored in the grasp
densities (see section 5.2) and second, so called ‘co-occurrence ta-
bles’ store the statistics of feature relation - action associations (see
section 5.3). Both kinds of knowledge are stored in the long term
memory. Moreover, object shape knowledge is generated and also
stored in the long term memory (see section 5.1).

5.1 Object shape knowledge
By successfully grasping a new rigid object initially (using
OACgen) full physical control over it is achieved. This allows the
object to be viewed from a variety of perspectives. From these views
an accumulated description of multi-modal primitives is extracted.
A detailed technical description of the accumulation process is given
by Pugeault and Krüger, [28]. Besides other uses this generated shape
description allows us to recognise the object in the scene and estimate
its pose (see [11] for more information). The ability to estimate the
object’s pose is essential to be able to associate actions to the object
as done by OACgrasp

o .

5.2 Grasp Densities
The object specific grasp experiments generated by OACgrasp

o are
used to create grasp densities. The pose of each successful grasp de-
fines one point in the 6-dimensional space and kernel density estima-
tion is used to achieve a continuous density (see [10] and figure 6 for
more details) based on the individual points. Once a grasp density is
learned it can also be improved later on for instance by evaluating
samples from it and use these to create a new, refined density which
will lead to an improved success likelihood of OACgrasp

o . Moreover,
the grasp densities represent abstracted grasp knowledge which can
be used for further learning, e.g., about how to improve the speed of
convergence of the grasp densities (see section 6.1).

The width of each kernel is currently selected manually and de-
pends on the specific use case. Typically they are chosen just large
enough to ensure that neighbouring kernels overlap in order to ensure
continuous density. The more detailed and fine grained the resulting
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Figure 8: Using scenes containing one object, grasps have been cre-
ated from pairs of contours using OACgen and compared against the
grasps density associated with the object. This has been done using
three different objects in total. The co-occurrence table shows the
success likelihood of the grasps relative to the values of the feature-
relations between the contours.

density has to be, the more experiments are needed to ensure that
the density is not incomplete and appears patchy. The level of de-
tail depends one the usecase. When searching for a maxima it might
be less critical how fine-grained the density is. For other investiga-
tions, e.g. as those described in section 5.3.1, it is beneficial to have a
fine-grained density. As the density exists in a 6-dimensional space,
the required number of experiments to reach a dense coverage grows
quickly when a higher level of detail is required.

5.3 Co-occurrence tables
The experiments generated by OACgen can directly be used to im-
prove the success likelihood of OACgen by calling the update func-
tion that is intrinsic to the OAC (illustrated in Fig. 3). Moreover,
experiments generated by OACgrasp

o are used to create so called
co-occurrence tables (see Fig. 8 and 9) which represent projections
of the grasp densities abstracted from the accumulated experiments.
We discuss two different projections.

5.3.1 Co-occurrence tables for OACgen

The co-occurrence tables such as Fig. 8 store the values of relations
between pairs of contours as well as the success likelihoods of grasps
generated on these contour pairs and can thereby be used to improve
the success likelihood of OACgen. Fig. 8 is based on grasps of three
different objects and addresses coplanarity. It shows that coplanarity
indeed seems to be an indicator for grasp affordances. Beside intro-
ducing additional relations, e.g. colinearity or cocolourity which is
based on the colour-difference between those sides of the contours
that face each other, also additional experiments using different ob-
jects will ensure that the statistic becomes more and more complete.

5.3.2 Co-occurrence tables for OACgrasp
o

The kernels used in the grasp density approach in [10] are isotropic.
This is unsatisfying in two respects. First, there is a certain arbi-
trariness in the selection of kernel parameters which requires man-
ual selection. Second, it turns out that the convergence speed for the
grasp densities is rather slow as many isotropic kernels are used to
model the grasp affordances in sufficient detail. Both issues can be
addressed when using the grasp densities as basis for the learning of
the statistical dependencies of grasps in the vicinity of an already suc-
cessfully tested grasp. More specifically, a simulation environment
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Figure 7: Illustration of how the system interacts by means of the two OACs interacting with the environment at two different stages of
development. The top row represents this interaction at an innate state of development while the bottom row represents a more mature state.

(a) Translations (b) Rotations

Figure 9: Each successful grasp has been (a) translated or (b) rotated
and subsequently its success likelihood is estimated using the grasp
density associated with the object. This figure shows only the results
for two dimensions of translation and rotation.

has been used to achieve a very dense grasp density, subsequently
each successful grasp is transformed locally by a rigid body motion
and using the density it is investigated whether the transformed ac-
tion still would be successful. In order to reduce the complexity, only
translations (see Fig. 9a) or rotations (see Fig. 9b) have been ap-
plied, not a combination of them. In these co-occurrence tables a
clear anisotropy in the conditional probabilities are visible indicating
that isotropic kernels are indeed a sub-optimal choice. In section 6.1
we argue that these co-occurrence tables can be used to define more
optimal kernels.

6 Interaction of the development of SMS and
world knowledge

As indicated in Fig. 2, the SMSs and the generic world knowledge
develop in parallel and complex interactions are to be expected. Mak-
ing statements about this interactions in humans is difficult since only
the change of behaviours, i.e., the executions of OACs/SMSs is di-

rectly observable. Statements of the change of internal representa-
tions are very difficult to achieve by means of neurophysiology. For
example, it is virtually impossible to do single-cell recording experi-
ments during development in awake behaving monkeys [23] (see also
[16]). Developmental psychology can generate insights into that is-
sue by means of sophisticated experiments. However, these insights
are only indirect. Hence we find it to be valuable to look at such
interactions in a developing robot system. This allows for making
algorithmic problems explicit on a high level of detail.

In this section and based on the generic world knowledge accumu-
lated by means of the OACs and abstracted in terms of grasp densities
and co-occurrence tables as described in section 5, we intend to ex-
emplify these interactions. First, we will discuss the need to improve
the grasp density learning by means of learning more appropriate ker-
nels in section 6.1. Then we discuss the role of co-occurrence tables
for finding grasp affordances by means of statistics in section 6.2.

6.1 Kernel learning

The observations manifested in the co-occurrence tables in figure 9
lead to the idea of an anisotropic kernel where the iso-probable sur-
face for the positional part becomes a ellipsoid rather than a sphere
(see figure 10). We are currently working on developing these ker-
nels in the density computation process. Besides having an empirical
justification of the kernels themselves we also expect a much better
convergence performance. The main benefit of the anisotropic kernel
is that fewer kernels can be used to describe the density. As a direct
consequence of this, we expect that fewer experiments are needed
to achieve a “complete” density, which will then also speed up the
convergence and will reduce the memory usage.



(a) Gripper (b) Kernel

Figure 10: (a) The orientation of the grasp corresponding to the mean-
value of the kernel and (b) visualisation of how an anisotropic kernel
could be formed.

Figure 11: Top row: Grasping hypotheses derived from a pair of co-
planar contours, (see section 4.2). Bottom row: Grasping hypotheses
based on a single surface feature.

6.2 Co-occurrence tables as basis for justifying and
improving grasp reflex

The co-occurrence tables also allow for a statistical justification
of the originally hardwired behaviours as used in the execution of
OACgen. Looking at the co-occurrence tables in Fig. 8 it becomes
visible that the co-planarity relation is indeed indicative for success-
ful grasps. It can be expected that the statistical analysis of the space
of feature-relation action associations will reveal further indicative
relations. In Fig. 11 besides edge pair related grasp affordances (top
row) also surface related grasp affordances (bottom row) are shown.
It is likely that many more indicative feature relation-grasp affor-
dance relations do exist, potentially also for feature relations of very
high order. Once enough grasp data in terms of grasp densities is
available to the system even such higher order relations can be anal-
ysed. These can then be the basis for new OACs (i.e., branching
OACs) coding more sophisticated grasp affordances.

Note that also in this context it is important to generate a large
number of experiments and to integrate them in the co-occurrence
tables. Hence the principle of ongoing learning on all levels as re-
alised by the OACs is decisive for selecting the required material.

7 Related Work on Sensorimotor Schemas
Work on computational models of sensorimotor schemas includes
several works on explicitly Piaget-inspired sensorimotor schemas

[12, 6, 35, 22]; however, these either do not have objects to perceive
(e.g. using sensorimotor schemas to navigate in mazes), or have ob-
jects that are only sensed in a binary way (present or not), and so
these are not comparable with our work on gathering knowledge of
objects. On the other hand, recent work on affordances [37], though
not explicitly modelling sensorimotor schemas, is quite close to our
work. Ugur et al. [37] use supervised learning to learn the patterns
of visual features which are indicative of graspability (and other af-
fordances). Given the appropriate selection of input features, and ap-
propriate training data, this approach could implicitly capture rela-
tionships which are similar to our co-occurrence tables for example.
However our approach is capturing and representing object knowl-
edge more explicitly, and this should give greater generality in appli-
cation.

In an alternative approach, Hart and Grupen [14] describe a Pi-
agetian inspired framework for constructing adaptive robot control
strategies. While our OACs place little restrictions on control pro-
grams or learning schemes, Hart and Grupen’s approach limits the
usable control programs to a specific set of functions and the learn-
ing scheme to reinforcement learning. The authors show how the Pi-
agetian notions of assimilation and accommodation are implemented
and give examples of their usage within their system. Most inter-
estingly they allow composition of schemas; this goes beyond our
current work, and if combined with our ideas of developing generic
world knowledge, this could potentially facilitate the learning of sen-
sory abstractions which capture relations among objects, or spatial
relationships (i.e. a higher order of world knowledge). This would be
the next logical step for the learning of world knowledge in the upper
track of Fig. 2, and according to Piagetian theory it is through per-
forming combinations of schemas that such knowledge is acquired
[24, 25]).

8 Discussion

In this paper we demonstrated an important developmental process
which is very hard to observe by means of developmental psychol-
ogy or neurophysiology, namely the interaction of emerging generic
world knowledge and developing sensory motor schemas. In this
context, we have used the formalisation of sensory motor schemas
in terms of object action complexes. We investigated two OACs cod-
ing grasping with and without prior object knowledge. Although still
partly speculative, we could concretise potential interactions between
developing generic world knowledge and the execution of OACs. In
future work we will realise embodied systems in which such an in-
teractive development will take place and we will further specify and
quantify such interactions.
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